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ABSTRACT

A device for converting a DC voltage into an AC voltage
includes a passive electronic ?lter having a ?rst and second

energy storage element, a third energy storage element placed
between the ?rst and second energy storage elements, a fourth
energy storage element connected between a junction of the
?rst energy storage element and the third energy storage
element and anAC terminal and a ?fth energy storage element
connected between a junction of the second energy storage
element and the third energy storage element and the AC
terminal. The energy storage elements are of two different

types, capacitive and inductive, with values selected to pro
vide reduction of frequency components at two times the
fundamental frequency of the AC voltage and at three times

the fundamental frequency of the AC voltage.
18 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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MODULAR MULTI-LEVEL POWER
CONVERTER WITH SECOND AND THIRD
ORDER HARMONICS REDUCTION FILTER

the poWer semiconductor sWitches is affected as little as pos
sible at the same time as Zero sequence third harmonic

removal is performed using a limited number of converter
elements.
This object is achieved by a device according to claim 1.
The device for converting a DC voltage into an AC voltage
and vice versa as described above, comprises according to the
invention a passive electronic ?lter Which is arranged
betWeen the voltage source and the AC terminal. The passive
electronic ?lter is adjusted to reduce harmonics in a circulat

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The invention is related to a power converter With multi

level voltage output in the form of a device for converting a
DC voltage into an AC voltage and vice versa comprising at
least one phase leg With a ?rst voltage source and a ?rst
passive energy storage element connected in series betWeen a

ing current as Well as to remove Zero-sequence third harmon

?rst DC terminal and a ?rst AC terminal and With a second

ics.
The invention is based on the recognition of the fact that the
desired manner in Which the circulating currents should best
be regulated is to reduce the harmonics Which occur at spe

passive energy storage element and a second voltage source
connected in series betWeen the ?rst AC terminal and a sec

ond DC terminal, Where each of the voltage sources com
prises at least a ?rst and a second submodule in series-con

ci?c frequencies in the circulating current, rather than to
reduce the circulating currents in general. This is according to

nection, each submodule comprising at least one poWer
electronic sWitch connected in parallel With at least one

capacitor.
20

BACKGROUND ART

the invention furthermore combined With Zero-sequence third
harmonics removal. What the inventors realiZed is that at each
sWitching event in the poWer electronic sWitches of the con

verter, harmonics appear in the circulating current causing
In the art, multi-level converters are knoWn to be used in

increased losses. As a Worst case, some of the harmonics With

order to reduce harmonic distortion in the output of voltage

distinctively high amplitude in the circulating currents could

source converters. A multilevel converter is a converter Where 25 even lead to system instability. The introduction of additional

the output voltage4or, in case of a multiphase converter, the
voltages4can assume several discrete levels, as can be seen

for example in DE10103031.
In WO 2008/ 067785, a multi-level converter according to
DE10103031 is disclosed Which in addition comprises at
least one inductor in each phase leg as Well as regulating
means to regulate a circulating current flowing through the

30

phase legs, i.e., the current that closes betWeen the phase legs
but does not enter the AC grid through the AC terminal.
If the circulating-current is controlled, as described in WO

inductors, as described in WO 2008/ 067785, helps to obtain a
general current limitation in the converter circuit but does
nothing to avoid the distinctive harmonics as such.
By introducing a passive electronic ?lter that reduces or in
the best case completely blocks the harmonics With the high
est amplitude, it is avoided that the control unit Which controls
the poWer semiconductor sWitches sees and takes into

account the most disturbing components of the circulating
currents. The requirements on the voltage rating of the poWer
35

2008/067785, the voltage rating of the poWer electronic
sWitches of the converter must alloW for the extra voltage
needed to regulate the circulating currents in the desired

semiconductor sWitches can thereby be reduced.
A closer look at the harmonics in the circulating currents
revealed the folloWing: The sum of the voltage ripple over the

submodules of both phase module branches in one phase leg
shoWs in its frequency spectrum a main component at tWice

manner.

It is also knoWn to add a Zero sequence third harmonic to an 40 the fundamental frequency of the AC voltage. This main

AC voltage. This means that harmonics at three times the
fundamental frequency are added to the converter AC voltage

frequency component creates a parasitic harmonic compo
nent in the circulating current that is also of tWice the funda

reference. Such an addition loWers the peak voltages of the
converter and thereby the ef?ciency of the converter poWer is
raised. HoWever, these harmonics are normally not alloWed in
an AC grid and therefore they have to be removed. This

mental frequency. Unless this component is somehoW lim
ited, increased losses Will result; possibly even loss of system
45

Therefore, according to a preferred embodiment of the

removal is typically performed through using a transformer

invention, the parameters of the electronic ?lter are chosen so
that harmonics at tWice the fundamental frequency of the AC

connected betWeen the AC grid and the converter.
HoWever, it is in some cases of interest to remove this
transformer. This means that the Zero sequence third har
monic has to be removed in some other Way.
WO 2004/017505 describes one such alternative solution
for removing these harmonics Without the use of a trans
former. This document describes the use of a phase conductor
Wound around an iron core and placed betWeen a converter

stability.

voltage are reduced, thereby speci?cally reducing the main
50

disturbing component of the circulating current. This is fur
thermore combined With reducing harmonics at three times
the fundamental frequency in order to remove Zero sequence

third harmonics Without requiring a transformer.
55

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

and the AC grid instead of a transformer. This phase conduc

Other features and advantages of the present invention Will

tor then takes care of the third harmonics removal.

It is hoWever of interest to combine regulating of circulat
ing currents With Zero sequence third harmonic removal. This
Will limit the number of elements used for performing these
tWo functions separately.

become more apparent to a person skilled in the art from the
60

FIG. 1 shoWs a converter topology as is knoWn from the art,

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
It is therefore an object of the invention to propose a poWer

converter Which alloWs for regulation of the circulating cur
rents in a desired manner, Where the required voltage rating of

folloWing detailed description in conjunction With the
appended draWings in Which:

65

FIG. 2 shoWs the setup of the voltage sources in the phase
legs of the converter of FIG. 1 as knoWn from the art,
FIG. 3 shoWs tWo different embodiments of the submod
ules in the converter of FIGS. 1 and 2,
FIG. 4 shoWs one phase leg of a converter With a schemati

cally shoWn electronic ?lter according to the invention,
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the second DC terminal 5 and ?nally a third terminal con
nected to the AC terminal 6 of the converter. As can be seen in

FIG. 5 shows an electronic ?lter according to a ?rst

embodiment of the invention,

FIG. 4 the ?rst and second passive energy storage elements
are being included in the passive ?lter.
A ?rst embodiment of the ?lter 18 is shoWn FIG. 5. In
betWeen the ?rst and second passive energy storage elements,

FIG. 6 shoWs an equivalent common mode realization of

the ?lter according to the fourth embodiment,
FIG. 7 shoWs an equivalent differential-mode realiZation of
the ?lter according to the fourth embodiment

9 and 10, Which are here both reactors having an inductance
Lh, there is here provided a third passive energy storage
element 19, in this ?rst embodiment in the form of a capacitor

FIG. 8 shoWs an electronic ?lter according to a second

embodiment of the invention,
FIG. 9 shoWs an electronic ?lter according to a third

having a capacitance of CP. This third passive energy storage

embodiment of the invention,

element 19 is thus provided in series With the ?rst and second
energy storage elements.
There is furthermore a fourth energy storage element 20,
having tWo ends, a ?rst end connected to a junction betWeen
the ?rst energy storage element 9 and the third energy storage

FIG. 10 shoWs an electronic ?lter according to a fourth

embodiment of the invention,
FIG. 11 shoWs an electronic ?lter according to a ?fth

embodiment of the invention
FIG. 12 shoWs an electronic ?lter according to a sixth

element 19 and a second end connected to the AC terminal 6.
The fourth energy storage element 20 is here an inductor
having an inductance Lv. There is furthermore a ?fth energy
storage element 21 having tWo ends a ?rst end connected to a

embodiment of the invention, and
FIG. 13 shoWs an electronic ?lter according to a seventh

embodiment of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

20

the third energy storage element 19 and a second end con
nected to the AC terminal 6. The ?fth energy storage element
21 is in this embodiment also an inductor having an induc
tance Lv. As can be seen in FIG. 5, the ?lter includes tWo types

The device for converting a DC voltage into an AC voltage
and vice versa according to the invention can contain either a

single phase leg or multiple phase legs, depending on hoW
many phases the AC voltage has. FIG. 1 shoWs a three-phase
converter knoWn in the art. The three phase legs 1, 2 and 3 of
the device of FIG. 1 each comprise tWo so-called arms in
series-connection: a positive, upper arm Which is connected
to a ?rst DC terminal 4 at a positive voltage level, and a
negative, loWer arm, Which is connected to a second DC
terminal 5 at Zero or a negative voltage level. Each positive
arm comprises a series-connection of an upper voltage source

25

storage element, While the fourth and ?fth energy storage
30

35

40

is clear that ?ltering is provided in relation to one or more

appropriately controlling the voltage sources of the phase legs
over time, the AC to DC conversion is made.
As is shoWn in FIG. 2, each voltage source is made up of a

45

series connected string of submodules 15, Where at least tWo
submodules 15 are comprised in one such string.
In FIG. 3, tWo different embodiments 15a and 15b of the
submodules 15, Which are knoWn in the art, can be seen. Any

combination of the submodules is possible Within each volt

elements 20 and 21 are of another type, here inductive energy
storage elements. In FIG. 5 there is furthermore a ?rst further

energy storage element 22 in parallel With the fourth energy
storage element 20. This ?rst further energy storage element
is of another type than the fourth energy storage element and
here capacitive With a capacitance CV. There is also a second
further energy storage element 23 in parallel With the ?fth
energy storage element 21. This second further energy stor
age element is of another type than the ?fth energy storage
element and here also capacitive With a capacitance CV. Since
the ?lter includes passive storage elements of the tWo types, it

number of the corresponding phase leg. The midpoint or
connection point betWeen the ?rst and second energy storage
elements of each phase leg is each connected to an AC termi
nal 6, 7 or 8, respectively. All the phase legs are connected in
parallel to each other and to the tWo DC terminals 4 and 5. By

of passive energy storage elements, inductive and capacitive
energy storage elements. As is clear the third energy storage
element 19 is of one of the types, here a capacitive energy

Uvpi and a ?rst passive energy storage element, here in the
form of an inductor 9, 11 or 13, respectively, and each nega
tive arm comprises a second passive energy storage element,
here also in the form of an inductor 10, 12 or 14, respectively,
and a loWer voltage source Uvni, Where i stands for the

junction betWeen the second energy storage element 10 and

50

frequencies. Another feature that can be readily observed is
that there is a ?rst path provided from the ?rst DC terminal to
the AC terminal via the ?rst energy storage element 9 and the
parallel connection of the fourth and ?rst further fourth
energy storage elements 20 and 22 and a second path pro
vided from the second DC terminal to the AC terminal via the
second energy storage element 10 and the parallel connection
of the ?fth and second further energy storage elements 21 and
23. These paths are furthermore symmetrical, Which means
that the ?lter elements in them are provided of the same types

age source. The submodules have the form of commutation

in the same orders and With the same values in the ?rst and the

cells, each cell comprising tWo valves and a large DC capaci
tor holding a direct voltage. The main valves are equipped

second paths. As indicated above each path includes a parallel
connection of tWo types of passive energy storage elements.
As mentioned above the ?lter has ?ltering properties in

With a poWer electronic sWitch 16 With tum-off capability and
a free-Wheeling diode in anti-parallel connection to the
sWitch. Depending on Which of the tWo poWer electronic
sWitches 16 is conducting, the corresponding submodule can

55

assume one of tWo sWitching states, Where in state one Zero

voltage or in state tWo the capacitor voltage is applied to the

output.

60

According to the invention, the converter according to
FIGS. 1 to 3 is additionally equipped With a passive electronic
?lter in each phase leg, as is depicted in FIG. 4 for phase leg

The symbols in FIG. 5 have the folloWing meaning:
uvP/n voltage of the voltage source in positive or negative
arm, respectively;
ivP/n current in positive/negative arm;
iv output current at AC terminal;

ufvoltage at AC terminal (AC voltage);
up voltage across the third energy storage element;

1. In FIG. 4, the ?lter 18 is shoWn as a dashed box. The ?lter

includes three terminals a ?rst terminal for being coupled to
the ?rst voltage source and ?rst DC terminal 4, a second
terminal for being coupled to the second voltage source and

relation to one or more frequencies. This ?ltering Will noW be
described in more detail.

65

iP current through the third energy storage element;
Lh inductance of the ?rst and second energy storage ele

ment;

CP capacitance of the third energy storage element;

US 8,564,981 B2
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inductance 2Lv and capacitance CP. These are all connected in
parallel With each other betWeen the same junction and the
negative differential mode voltage —uvc. In order to block the
second harmonics component, the parallel connection should

Lv inductance of the fourth and ?fth energy storage ele
ment;
CV capacitance of the ?rst and second further energy stor
age element.

In the following it is described, hoW the parameters of the

be set as

electronic ?lter are chosen in the depicted phase 1 in order to
reduce the most disturbing harmonics of the circulating cur
rent, Which occur at tWo times the fundamental frequency,
together With a reduction of Zero sequence third harmonics,
Which appear at three times the fundamental frequency.
When combining removal of harmonics at tWo and three
times the fundamental frequency in this Way it is of interests
to study the common and differential modes of the converter

l

l

With the use of equation (2) in equation (3) this can be
simpli?ed to

voltages, where

(1)

Where uvp is the voltage of the positive DC terminal, uvn is the
voltage of the negative DC terminal, uv is the common mode
component and us is the differential mode component.
The harmonics at three times the fundamental frequency

It can be seen that the value of the third energy storage
20

appears in the common-mode component uv, While the har
monics at tWo times the fundamental frequency appears in the

differential-mode component uvc.
Due to symmetry, the common-mode component uv does
not drive any current through the third energy storage element

25

19, because the potential on each side of this element 19 are

affected equally by this component. This alloWs this element
to be removed When the effect of the common-mode compo
nent is considered. The circuit in FIG. 5 is thus reduced to the

30

tWo above mentioned paths in parallel and this can be simpli
?ed into the equivalent circuit diagram of the common-mode

further energy storage elements are used for reducing com

case shoWn in FIG. 6. There is here a parallel LC circuit Where

a capacitance 2Cv is connected in parallel With an inductance
Lh/2, Which parallel circuit is then connected in series With an
inductance Lv/2. This circuit in FIG. 6 should be tuned to
block the third harmonic component. This implies that

element is inversely proportional to the value of the fourth and
?fth energy storage elements. The inverse of the value of the
third energy storage element is furthermore equal to a funda
mental frequency dependent constant times the value of the
fourth and ?fth energy storage elements, Where this constant
includes the square of the fundamental frequency times a
factor that is a multiple of 2, Which multiple is in this case 36.
This factor is also a raising of the number tWo by eight. One
observation that can be made in relation to equations (2) and
(3) is that the third, fourth and ?fth energy storage elements
are involved in reducing components at tWice the fundamen
tal frequency, While the fourth, ?fth, ?rst further and second

35

ponents at three times the fundamental frequency.
Here it may also be of interest to compare equation (4) With
the selection of CP if third-harmonic blocking is not per
formed in the ?lter. This situation corresponds to a setting of
CVIO. Therefore if CV is set to Zero in equation 2, the value of

CP is obtained according to
40

1

1

l

(Z)

MG

The capacitance of the parallel connection is thus inversely
proportional to the inductance of the parallel connection,

45

Where the inverse of the capacitance is equal to a fundamental
frequency dependent constant times the inductance. It can
also be seen that the constant is the square of the fundamental
frequency times a factor that is a multiple of the number 3 and
here a multiple of 3 of the number 3 and here also three raised

50

by tWo.
If then the differential -mode component uvc is considered,
it can be seen that due to the symmetry, this component does

not affect the voltage ufof the AC terminal and therefore not
the grid current iv, only the circulating current is. This means
that the grid interface, ie the AC terminal 6, can be discon
nected When the effect of the differential mode voltage uvc is
studied. This implies that the tWo parallel connections made
up of the third and ?rst further energy storage elements 20 and
22 and the fourth and second further energy storage elements

55

Which is 80% larger than in equation (4).
In this Way the ?rst embodiment of the invention thus
provides a ?lter, Which blocks or reduces the frequencies at
tWo and three times the fundamental frequency. Therefore
this component at the tWo times the fundamental frequency is
removed from the circulating currents, Which thus reduces the
circulating currents. The ?rst embodiment of the invention
furthermore also removes the component at three times the
fundamental frequency, Which therefore alloWs Zero
sequence third harmonics removal Without using a trans
former. These tWo types of harmonics component removal
further uses some energy storage elements in relation to both

components, Where the fourth and ?fth energy storage ele
ments are here used in this dual Way. Because of this dual

functionality it is furthermore possible to reduce the siZe of
60

the third energy storage element. This means that the ?lter is
very economical.

21 and 23 are put in series as are the ?rst and second energy

When providing ?ltering of harmonics at three times the

storage elements 9 and 10. An equivalent circuit for the ?lter
in this differential mode is shoWn in FIG. 7, Where it can be

fundamental frequency there are some details that may need

seen that there is an inductance 2Lh connected betWeen the

positive differential mode voltage uvc and a junction. There is
furthermore a parallel connection of a capacitance Cv/2,

65

to be considered. The requirements for loW injection of Zero
sequence third-harmonic current into the grid may be strict,
much more so than the requirements for suppression of the
harmonic component at tWice the fundamental frequency

US 8,564,981 B2
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from the circulating current. Since there are always tolerances
associated With the parameter values of the inductors and
capacitors, as speci?ed by the manufacturer in the case, it may

restive elements in parallel With them. They Will therefore
stop any DC component appearing in the phase leg from
reaching the AC terminal.
Another variation providing the three functions is shoWn in

be necessary to introduce an on-line tuning facility to some of
the energy storage elements, for instance the ones involved in
blocking second harmonics. It may also be necessary to tune

FIG. 10. In FIG. 10 there is shoWn a ?lter according to a fourth

embodiment of the invention. This ?lter includes the ?rst and
second energy storage elements 9, 10 of the ?rst embodiment.
They are thus of the same type and placed at the same position
as in FIG. 5. HoWever, the third, fourth and ?fth energy
storage elements 19'. 20' and 21' are of the opposite type
compared to the ?rst embodiment. This means that the third

the ?lter for tracking changes in grid frequency. It is here
possible to provide an inductor With tap changers.
Take the ?lter in FIG. 5 as an example. Here it is possible to

provide the fourth and ?fth energy storage elements 20 and 21
With tap changers of a suitably selected number of steps and
step siZes. As an alternative it is also possible to have the ?rst
and second further energy storage elements 22 and 23 vari

While the fourth and ?fth energy storage elements are capaci

able, for instance through using capacitor banks, the capaci

tive having capacitances CV. The further energy storage ele

tances of Which can be modi?ed in suitably selected steps

ments 25 and 26 are here capactive With capacitance CP and
provided in parallel With the ?rst and second energy storage

energy storage element is inductive having an inductance LP,

through circuit breakers and/or sWitching semiconductors.
When the energy storage elements are made adjustable in
the Way described above there Will be provided tWo parallel
variable elements, one in each path from a DC terminal to the
AC terminal. It should here be realiZed that it may be advan
tageous to have only one such variable energy storage ele
ment in the ?lter, because then the provision of the same
variation in relation to the tWo paths is easier to control. An
example on this is shoWn in a second embodiment of the ?lter
in FIG. 8, Which is based on the ?rst embodiment. The only
elements that differ from the ?rst embodiment are here the
third energy storage element and the additional energy stor
age elements. Otherwise all elements are of the same type and
provided in the same position as in the ?rst embodiment. Here
the third energy storage element has been split into tWo
energy storage elements 19a and 19b of the same type, i.e.

elements 9 and 10. The ?lter here includes tWo parallel con
20

nections of the tWo types of elements, inductive and capaci
tive, through the ?rst and second energy storage elements 9
and 10 being connected in parallel With a respective further
element 25 and 26 of the opposite type. These parallel con
nections here provide the third harmonics ?ltering. The sec

ond harmonics ?ltering is again performed by the third, fourth
25

and ?fth energy storage elements. Here the fourth and ?fth
energy storage elements 20' and 21' also have the additional

function of providing DC blocking. In this ?lter it is possible
to determine the values of the third, fourth, ?fth and addi
tional energy storage elements using a similar differential and
30

common mode analysis as described above in relation to the

?rst embodiment. Then the capacitor values of the further
energy storage elements 25 may be set according to

capacitive. The second further energy storage element has
furthermore been deleted, While the ?rst further energy stor
age element 22 is adjustable and at a ?rst end connected to a

35

midpoint of the third energy storage element and at a second
opposite end connected to the AC terminal 6. Here the mid
point of the third energy storage element is provided as the
junction betWeen the tWo energy storage elements 19a and

19b resulting from the splitting. This ?lter functions in the

While the value of the fourth and ?fth energy storage elements
20' and 21' may be set according to
40

same Way as the ?lter according to the ?rst embodiment, but

the ?lter values can be adjusted and here through adjusting
only one energy storage element. HoWever, the selection of
capacitor values CV and CP Will differ from in the ?rst embodi
ment.

l

45

The selection of capacitor values CV and CP thus differs from

As Was mentioned above it may be of interest to use the
converter Without a transformer. Such a transformer is then

not only used for removing Zero sequence third harmonics. It
also acts as a DC blocking element, i.e. it stops DC compo
nents appearing in a phase leg from reaching the AC grid. If no
transformer is used these DC components Will have to be

in the ?rst embodiment.
Another variation providing the three functions is shoWn in
50

according to the ?rst embodiment. This ?lter therefore

includes the ?rst, second, third, fourth, ?fth, ?rst further and
second further energy storage elements 9, 10, 19, 20, 21, 22

removed or blocked in another Way.
According to one variation of the invention the ?lter can, in

addition to reducing harmonics at tWo and three times the
fundamental frequency, also act as a DC blocking ?lter.
A ?lter according to a third embodiment of the invention

FIG. 11. In FIG. 11 there is shoWn a ?lter according to a ?fth
embodiment of the invention. This ?lter is based on the ?lter

and 23 of the ?rst embodiment. The ?lter thus includes the
55

same elements of the same types at the same positions as in

element in the same positions as the corresponding elements

FIG. 5. In addition to this the ?lter includes a sixth passive
energy storage element 27 that is capacitive and at one end
connected to both the second ends of the fourth and the ?fth
energy storage elements 20 and 21 and at a second end con
nected to the AC terminal 6. This sixth passive energy storage
element 27 thus functions as the DC blocking element and has

in the ?rst embodiment. Here the third, fourth, ?fth, ?rst

a capacitance CDBC.

further and second further energy storage elements are the

Yet another variation according to a sixth embodiment of
the invention is shoWn in FIG. 12. This variation is based on
the second embodiment. It thus has the same elements of the
same types and provided at the same positions as in FIG. 8. In
addition to this it also has the same type of DC blocking

providing this triple functionality is shoWn in FIG. 9. FIG. 9
thus shoWs a ?lter according to a third embodiment of the

invention having a ?rst 9', second 10', third 19, fourth 20, ?fth
21, ?rst further 22 and second further 23 energy storage

60

same elements of the same types at the same positions as in

the ?rst embodiment and shoWn in FIG. 5. HoWever the ?rst
and second energy storage elements 9' and 10' are capacitive
and not inductive. There are furthermore no inductive or
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element as in the ?fth embodiment, i.e. a DC blocking ele
ment 27 placed at the same position in relation to the rest of
the ?lter elements as in FIG. 11. Since the sixth embodiment
is based on the second embodiment, the selection of capacitor

ment connected in series betWeen the ?rst and second energy

values CV and CP Will differ from in the ?rst embodiment.
Finally another variation according to a seventh embodi

and a second end coupled to the AC terminal and a ?fth energy
storage element having tWo ends, a ?rst end connected to a

ment of the invention is shoWn in FIG. 13. This ?lter is based
on the ?lter according to the fourth embodiment. It includes

junction betWeen the second energy storage element and the

the ?rst, second, third, fourth and ?fth energy storage ele

AC terminal, Wherein the energy storage elements comprise
elements of tWo different types, capacitive and inductive
energy storage elements, With values selected to provide
reduction of frequency components at three times the funda
mental frequency of the AC voltage, Wherein
the energy storage elements comprise elements With values
selected to provide reduction of frequency components

storage elements, a fourth energy storage element having tWo
ends, a ?rst end connected to a junction betWeen the ?rst

energy storage element and the third energy storage element

third energy storage element and a second end coupled to the

ments 9, 10, 19', 20' and 21' in the same Way as in the fourth
embodiment. These ?lter elements are thus of the same types
at the same positions as in FIG. 10, Where the third, fourth

sand ?fth elements provide frequency component reduction
at tWice the fundamental frequency and the fourth and ?fth
elements also provide DC blocking. The ?lter here addition
ally includes only one parallel connection of the tWo types of

at tWo times the fundamental frequency of the AC volt
age, and
at least one capacitive element of the ?lter is a DC blocking

elements, inductive and capacitive, in the paths betWeen the
DC terminals and the AC terminal, through providing an
additional parallel connection of inductor 28 With inductance

L3h and capacitor 29 With capacitance C3h. This additional

20

embodiment.
The invention has a number of advantages. It blocks circu
lating currents Without having to resort to removing the cur
rent through the control of the voltage sources. This is com
bined With removal of Zero sequence third harmonics. In this

25

Way no transformer is needed. Here some ?lter element may

30

frequency include at least one parallel connection of the tWo

35

Which is also of advantage if there is no transformer betWeen
grid and voltage source converter. In some variations of the
invention a ?lter element may combine DC blocking With a

frequency of the AC voltage.
40

storage element of another type than the fourth and ?fth
energy storage elements is connected in a branch provided in

path only takes half the grid current, While full grid current
45

a value associated With the element of the position. It is not
intended to mean that the same type of element in the same
50

parallel With the fourth energy storage element.
7. Device according to claim 6, Wherein the further element
is also connected in a branch being parallel With the ?fth
element and connected to the mid point of the third energy
storage element.
8. Device according to claim 6, Wherein there is provided a
?rst further element in parallel With the fourth element and a
second further element in parallel With the ?fth element.
9. Device according to claim 3, Wherein said parallel con

nection is provided through the parallel connection of one
further element of the capacitive type With one further ele
55
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tronic ?lter comprising passive energy storage elements is
arranged betWeen the ?rst and second voltage sources as Well
as the ?rst AC terminal, said ?lter comprising said ?rst and
second energy storage elements, a third energy storage ele

6. Device according to claim 5, Wherein such parallel con
nections are provided through at least one further energy

same function also reduces the losses incurred by the inner
resistances of the inductors. This is due to the fact that each

position has the same value in the different embodiments.
These values Will normally differ from each other.
The invention claimed is:
1. A device for converting a DC voltage into anAC voltage
and vice versa comprising at least one phase leg, each phase
leg having a ?rst voltage source and a ?rst passive energy
storage element connected in series betWeen a ?rst DC ter
minal and a ?rst AC terminal and a second passive energy
storage element and a second voltage source connected in
series betWeen the ?rst AC terminal and a second DC termi
nal, Where each of the voltage sources comprises at least a ?rst
and a second submodule in series-connection, each submod
ule comprising at least tWo poWer electronic sWitches con
nected in parallel With at least one capacitor, a passive elec

parallel connections.
5. Device according to claim 3, Where at least one of the
elements of the ?lter is a combined ?ltering element assisting
in ?ltering at both tWo times and three times the fundamental

bined With stopping a DC component from reaching the grid,

Would pass through an inductor placed at the grid interface.
It should ?nally be mentioned that the element values CV,
CP, Lv, LP etc. are in the ?gures used to indicate that there is

and the AC terminal includes such a parallel connection.
4. Device according to claim 3, Where such parallel con
nections are provided through the ?rst and second energy

storage elements being connected in parallel With a respective
further element of the opposite type in order to provide tWo

?lter element compared With a ?lter only ?ltering at tWice the

frequency ?ltering function, Which provides even further sav
ings. The use of tWo inductors in tWo paths for performing the

3. Device according to claim 1, Wherein the energy storage
elements providing ?ltering at three times the fundamental

types of elements, Where each path betWeen the DC terminals

be involved in both types of ?ltering. There may thus be a dual
use of a ?lter element. This reduces the amount of ?lter
elements needed and also alloWs a siZe reduction of such a
fundamental frequency. This is in some embodiments com

element for stopping DC components from reaching the
AC terminal.
2. Device according to claim 1, Wherein the third energy
storage element is of one of the types and the fourth and ?fth
energy storage elements are of another type.

parallel connection is here provided in series betWeen the AC
terminal 6 and a junction betWeen the parallel fourth and ?fth
energy storage elements 20' and 21'. The selection of capaci
tor values CV and CP Will also here differ from in the ?rst

65

ment of the inductive type being coupled in a common con

nection joining both the fourth and the ?fth elements to the
AC terminal.
10. Device according to claim 3, Wherein the value of one
energy storage element of such a parallel connection is
inversely proportional to the value of the other energy storage
element of the parallel connection, Where the inverse of the
value of said one storage element is equal to a fundamental
frequency dependent constant times the value of the other
energy storage element.
11. Device according to claim 10, Wherein said constant
includes the square of the fundamental frequency times a
factor that is a multiple of 3.

US 8,564,981 B2
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12. Device according to claim 1, wherein the third, fourth
and ?fth energy storage elements are provided in a ?lter

section providing ?ltering at tWo times the fundamental fre
quency of the AC voltage.
13. Device according to claim 12, Wherein the value of the
third energy storage element is inversely proportional to the
value of the fourth and ?fth energy storage elements, Where
the inverse of the value of the third energy storage element is
equal to a fundamental frequency dependent constant times
the value of the fourth and ?fth energy storage elements.
14. Device according to claim 13, Wherein said constant
includes the square of the fundamental frequency times a
factor that has a dependence of a multiple of 2.
15. Device according to claim 1, Wherein at least one of the

elements providing ?ltering at tWo times the fundamental

frequency is adjustable.
16. Device according to claim 1, Wherein at least one of the
passive energy storage elements of the ?lter is a combined DC

blocking and frequency ?ltering element at tWo times the

fundamental frequency.

20

17. Device according to claim 16, Wherein the fourth and
the ?fth energy storage elements are capacitive and function
as DC blocking elements.
18. Device according to claim 1, Wherein the ?rst and the
second energy storage elements are capacitive and function as

DC blocking elements.
*

*

*

*

*
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